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DOES THE IRISH DOUBLE OVERPRINT ON THE WATERLOW 10/- OF 1935 EXIST ? 

by B. de Burca, M.B.E. 

This postage stamp is catalogued by Stanley Gibbons under Ireland 
as· number lOla. Its status has been questioned by Irish collectors for .some 
years, and to clarify the position two copies in the collection of the late 
Thomas E. Field have been examined. Both copies have certificates of genu
iness, numbers 44,196 and 57,607, issued by the Royal Philatelic Society. 
In addition, number 44,196 issued in 1957, was resubmitted to this Society 
in 1964, and the opinion that it was genuine was again expressed. 

After a det~iled examination and consideration of all the facts 
a very different opinion was formed. In giving our reasons for this 
decision, for purposes of description, the two overprints will be described 
as D.O. 1 [44,196] and D.O. 2 [57,607]. 

Overprints had been applied to British postage stamps used in 
Eire from 1922 to 1935, and it seems strange that the last stamp over
printed should be the first to receive a double overprint, It is also a 
nice coincidence that the colour of the stamp on which it occurred should 
be indigo, the most difficult colour on which to view a blue-black over
print. 

The ink used in the second overprint is a much lighter blue-black 
than the original overprint on both the stamps. With the aid of a blue 
colour filter the second overprint can be made very faint, while the ori
ginal overprint remains relatively unchanged, This demonst~ates clearly 
that two very different inks were used. 

In examining the individual letters of the light coloured over
prin.t it becomes apparent that there are two different light coloured 
overprints, and that the double overprint on D.O. 2 appears to be a recut 
on that on D. O. 1. In making this re cut the initial "S" of Saorstat had 
the top curve of the 'S' sliced off, and the base of the first 1 2' of 1922 
was thinned at an angle, giving this numeral a sloping appearance, In some 
respects all the letters and figures of the light overprint differ from 
those of the dark type. Some typical letters from the dark and light over
prints on D.0. 2 are reproduced, and all at the same scale from an en
largement, 

ENLARGED LETTERS FROM THE FIRST OVERPRINT (Genuine) on D.O. 2 : , 
11 
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material in the member's hands which 
could be put into circulation. The 
Irish Philatelic Circle is finding the 
surplus auction material is producing 
astonishing prices.Our Vice President, 
Joseph Foley is willing to handle this 
feature if there is sufficient irterest 
shown. 
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4 Ferris Avenue, Utica, New York EUROPA 1964. W. Kane has reported some 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR - Rev. Eugene Doherty discoveries in the 1/5 Europa, of 

330 No.Westmore, Villa Park, Illin. which there are apparently four panes. 
ASSOCIATION ATTORNEY - Lorin L. Kay One has hair lines down the fourth 

Box 489 Richland Centre, Wisconsin column and the stamps in the right end 
E.P.A. EUROPEAN DIRECTOR - M.J.Giffney column of this pane have spots across 

22 East Road, Dublin 3, Ireland tre flower. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS - Mr. William Hickey, The Stamp Magazine reports an ex-

96 Georgia Ave.,Providence, Rh. Isl. tra leaf flaw on the 5d Europa 1964. 
FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS AND BACK COPIES OF I have seen nothing quite worthy of 

THE REVEALER. Write to Mr. Wm. Hickey this description. I have . 
at the above address. Price of back seen two minor projections 1 .1·. ".~·~ 

_c_o_.__ie_s_3_5-=-ri____,,e_a_c_h_. ___________ --1 fr om. the stern, the upper ·~, · .A1} 
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Corregidora 16-5 same row No.7. ~ 
Tlacopac, Mexico 20, D.F. 

Change of Address: 
Willis A. McDonnell 
P.O. Box 3150 
St. Paul, Minn. 55101 

4d ENVELOPE. The latest,and presumably 
last printing of the envelope with 4d 
impressed stamp has the stamp in an 
even deeper shade than earlier print
ings, being nearer black than the for-

~-------------------------~ mer blue-green. 
NOTES FROM THE EDITOR's SPINDLE 

Joe Foley is in the process of 
preparing an article on the barred 
diamond cancellations.He has requested 
the assistance of the membership in 
compiling data on the subject. Anyone 
interested in working with Joe should 
contact him at 1825 Cromwood Road, 

The UNIPEX 1965 to be held at the 
Municipal Auditorium, Utica, New York 
on October 15-16-17, 1965 is rapidly 
taking shape. Since this is a state
wide exhibition, any members wishing 
to take part in this show should con
tact the editor. The exhibition fee is 
$2.00 per frame (of six album pages) 
with a limit of 10 frames. 

How about a mail auction for EPA? 
There must be a lot of dormant surplus 

SUPPORT THE E.P.A. PUBLICATION 
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OVERPRINTED FISCALS. Hitherto unrecor
ded, I think, is the 1/- LAND REGISTRY 
OF IRELANDoverprinted SAORSTAT EIREANN 

JUDICATURE-SOUTHERN IRELAND. Recently 
we announced the discovery of a Judi
cature embossed stamp of 1921 over
printed by handstamp"Southern Ireland" 
The corresponding adhesives were the 
Geo. V key-plate designs with JUDICA
ture IRELAND in red on the panel at 
foot. During 1922 and 1923, these were 
overprinted with RIALTAS •.. or SAORSTAT. 
.overprints,like the postal overprints 
but without the "1922". These were su~ 
ceded by the EIRE key-plate series. 

Now I am startled to find that 
there were also adhesives printed from 
the pre-1922plates but with the inscri
ptions JUDICATURE SOUTHERN IRELAND in 
black. Values seen are 4d, 1/-, 1/6, 
and 10/- so it seems that the whole 
range of values to ~ 1 appeared. 



The second (forged) overprint on D.O. 2 enlarged to the same scale: 

/ 

Ann 
The cancellation on D.O . 1 is of some interest and was at one 

time suspect. It is No. 2 of a series of handstamps reading "P.O. na dTele
graf a Cliath1

' intended for cancelling the stamps affixed to telegrams. 
These were, however, used as general counter stamps on some occasions. For 
example, F. E. Dixon has S.G. 101 on an Express cover posted on St.Patricks 
Day 1936, the cancellation being "P.O. na dTelegraf a Cliat No.l". 

The similar cancellation on D.O. 1 does not therefore necessarily 
indicate telegraphic use~ In fact such use is unlikely in that it has long 
been the Irish Post Office practice to deface the stamps on telegrams with 
heavy bars before sending them for pulping. There is evidence that there 
have been departures from this practice, and telegraphically used stamps 
have appeared on the market. It is possible that D.O. 1 in its original 
single o\erprint state, is genuinely postally used, possibly from a first 
day cover. 

It is 
overprint known, 
other copies. 

believed that there are six other. copies of this double 
and I would very much appreciate information on any of the 

I have to thank Leslie Fletcher for the loan of material, 
Fred Dixon for information on the Telegraph cancelling date stamps. 

and 

NEW COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE - IRELAND 

Ireland will join with other members of the International Telecommuni
cations Union in the issue, on 17th May, 1965 , 
of special stamps to make the centenary of the 
founding of the Union, The ·Irish stamp will be 
in two denominations, 3d. colours blue and 
green [20,000,000] and 8d. colours black and 
green [ 2,500,000] and will be made up in 
sheets of 120, The design by Peter Wildbur, 
of Signa Limited, Design Consultants, Dublin, 
incorporates the symbol of the Union together 
with a globe, "An tAontas Telechumarsaide 

Idirnaisiunta" is the title of the Union in Irish. Photogravure. PerL 15 
x 15. 

A FEW NOTES 6N t&!SH 'HtlATELY 
by J. E. Foley, E.P.A. 

PICTORIAL MACHINE CO ESSAY: In a very fine article on the essays
the definitive series, in the january-February 1961 issue of the "Revealer", 
the late Thomas E. Field mentioned the exi stence of an imperforate single of 
the Pictorial Machine Co. essay in sepia-brown. I recently purchased at auc
tion a block of ten [5 x 2] of this item in the same color. The block ap
pear; to be cut from the middle of the sheet with a margin of 4 1/2" on the 
left side and 1/4'1 on the right. The block is imperforate. 

(continued on the next page) 
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DOLLARD GRAY BLACK OVERPRINTS: Scott, Gibbons,· and Lowe all list the Dol
lard overprints as known in gray black as well as the usual black.Scott states 
"black or gray black overprint",Gibbons lists only the 9d in"Faint gray-black" 
and Lowe states "all values [except 4d) are known in greyish-black(N)" (The 
"N" indicates no increase in value).Meredith also lists the gray black shades. 
About the best explanation for the gray-black shade was advanced to me some 
time ago by Hans Zervas. He proposed that it was entirely possible that a dif
ferent ink was not used but that it came about accidently . Dollard was not a 
Bank Note printing company such as some of the usual stamp printing houses and 
consequently,probably did not work to their very meticulous standards.Periodi
cally the plates must have needed cleaning, and a solvent was probably used 
for this job. If all of the solvent, used for cleaning, was not removed, it 
could have diluted the black ink resulting in a "Gray-black" shade. 

IRISH POSTAL RATES: The student of postal history often finds much valu
able information about a cover from the prevailing postal rates. To the best 
of my knowledge, no one has ever compiled a complete listing of the postal 
rates of Ireland. I think it would be an excellent project and wou ld be pub
lished in the "Revealer" if some member or group of members would undertake 
the task of compiling the data. Robson Lowe gives some information on rates in 
the 1952 edition of his Encyclopedia [Vol. l]. However, it is rather sketchy. 
I think that the pre 1922 rates should be the same as Great Britain except for 
the period 1784 to 1831 when the Irish Post Office was self governing. What I 
would like to see would be a tabulation of the rates to include all classes of 
mail, registry, air, sea, and local rates from the s mmpless era down to the 
present date. A tall order indeed~ Maybe some member residing in Ireland with 
access to the GPO records might be willing to work on this. 

DOLLARD PROOFS: The existence of the Thom proefs backstamped "Original 
Proof Supplied by Thom to Dollard 17.2.22" or handwritten on the reverse 
"Original Proof received from Thom by Dollard B.J .B~ " was discussed in tre 
March-April 1955 issue of the 11Revealer" by the late Perry Adams. Mr. Adams 
offered some very excellent corrnnents on the possible reasons for proofs of the 
Thom overprint to be in the hands of Dollard.However I have one of my own that 
I would like to add t o the l i st. In April 1922, the Mint. Stamp Company, Dublin 
published a handbook by F.F. Freeman and T.T. Stubbs entitled, "Handbook, Pro
visional Issue, Irish Free State Stamps". Considering the early publication 
date, the book is remarkable in its detail.It contains full page illustrations 
showing the settings of both the Thom and Dollard overprints in actual size. 
The authors acknowledge their indebtedness to Mr. B.J. Brennan, the manager of 
Dollard and Mr. Robertson, managing director of Thom. The handbook was printed 
by Dollard Pr intinghouse Ltd.,Dublin. Now then, wouldn't it simplify the task 
of Dollard in preparing the plates for the illustrations of the Thom overprint 
to have some "proofs" of the actual Thom overprint? If you have any opinion 
pro or con and can give us some more i nf ormation on this sybj ect,please get in 
touch with the editor. 

THE REVEALER: I'm sure many of us were disappointed to find only 8 pages 
in the October-Dec ember 64 issue of the "Revealer". I think it's time the mem
bership did something about it. Like sending an article or two to the editor, 
I have had the pleasure of meeting and corresponding with many EPA members and 
know that there is a vast storehouse of philatelic knowledge in the membership. 
The potential subject matter is great. Perhaps two or more members could col
laborate i n the preparation of an article. 
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DOLLARD OVERPRINTS ON LOW VALUES ---

by Hans G. Zervas, E.P.A. 

nl.6.t.'CAf' 
SeAI.At>A6 

nA 
h61~e .. nn 

1923 

June, 1965 

On re-reading the article under the above title by Leslie Fletcher in the 
_ Revealer of July-August 1963, which was very interesting and well illustrated, 
it occurs to me that I can add some further information on this short lived 
but very interesting issue. It only ran for about five months. 

From time to time I shall refer to an article by Capt. S.P.C. Vesey ap
pearing in the London Philatelist of March 1924, which was a paper he read be
fore the Royal ·Philatelic Society of London on May 31, 1923. Capt. Vesey was 
a very keen student of the Irish overprints, and his articles on the Dollard 
as well as the Thorn overprints are still, after over forty years, the basis of 
studies made of these issues. It· should also be mentioned that Vesey had per
sonal contact with the Manager of the Dollard outfit, B. J. Brennan, so that 
his information came from original sources. It should also be noted that Vesey 
had a close connection with the Mint Stamp Company, a leading stamp dealer of 
Dublin, of which more later. 

Again I quote from the Vesey article, "about January 28 [1922] the Gener
al Post Office verbally invited the firm [Dollard] to submit bids for over
printing the values 1/2d, ld, 2 1/2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 9d, and lOd. and also the 
high values", which we are not discussing in this article, although they could 
be the subject of a further article later on. On Feb. 2 [~922] Dollard submit
ted their bid with a sample of the overprint they proposed to apply to the 
stamps [which were the stamps of Great Britain]. The sample submitted with the 
bid showed a hyphen between the "h" and "E" of "hEireann". The hyphen does 
not appear in the overprints, and if still in existence should be considered 
as an essay of the Dollard overprints. [Perhaps our President could check this 
out with the P.O.D.]. On the same date [Feb 2] Dollard's bid was accepted ver
bally and an official confirmation was sent. Delivery of stamps began on Feb. 
11 [1922],and on Feb. 17, they were available at all Post Offices in the Irish 
Free State. 

Three settings of this overprint are recognized, and while they differ 
one from the other they were all produced by the same· method namely-by a Mono
type Machine, which sets one letter at a time, in a 3 x 5 arrangement, five 
horizontal rows of three subjects,from which a matrix was taken and from which 
in turn the necessary stereos were cast to make up the number of plates needed 
for overprinting. Vesey tells us that at first four presses were used for over
printing but that later only two or one were used. Unfortunately he did not 
gives us any clues as to how these various plates could be recognized, p~rhap~ 
he found no earmarks for so doing, and at this late date it would be idle to 
attempt this as the material no longer exists in sufficient quantities to make 
a serious attempt to do so. 

The eight values assigned to Dollard for overprinting are found with 
black overprints but not in all settings, and only the 2 i/2d, 4d, and 9d val
ues are found with red overprints in all three settings. 

Let us first consider the black overprints: 
Page 89 (E-9) 
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The First Setting was very accurately set up and produced no recordable 
setting varieties, and is easily recognized by noting the "1" of "Sealadac" 
which is vertically over the "n" of "na", and the "1" of "1922" is directly 
under the "i" of "Eireann", also it should be noted that the "e" of "Sealadac" 
is directly under the "R" of "Rialtas" in the first line. While one or the 
other of these features may be found in Settings 2 and 3 they will not, in 
these settings, be found together as in the First Setting. 

Vesey states that "the Second and Third settings were made with a view to 
reducing the width of the lines a little so that the register of printing 
would be more easily got on the stamps, and also hasten the work of stereo
typing." This does not seem too clear to the writer as it is his opinion that 
no matter how the settings were altered the oV,erprinting itself defeated any 
attempt to improve the centering of the overprint by the inaccurate application 
of the sheets of stamps to the plate. In the First Setting the repeat of the 
overprint horizontally was practically the same as that of the stamps. True the 
vertical repeat of the overprint was a little short of that of the stamps b'ut 
this did not seem to be in question. The Second and Third Settings show a 
slight reduction of the horizontal repeat of the overprint and a slight length
ening of the vertical repeat as may be noted in the illustration of the three 
settings; 

SETTINGS OF THE DOLLARD OVERPRINT 

First Setting Second Setting Third Setting ...... --, ..... \.cA, -, -, -, ·"m, ••• s" ftoO·', -...a ... -...a..u _LA .... .. " ...• • •••••• _eft .... -.' .•.• ~ ... _LA'" ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... "·'1 .• .. ....... - ""- .. , .- ......... "" 'RR .... '11·= .......... ....... -
'92' Iqu IQ;i2 

19'2 192' 192' 192' '9D lC)aS 

-" iiIA\.cA, ..... :.c.r -, ...... ,. ..... \.cA, .... ", .. , "'''&cA, .... LeA, 
_LA ..... ... LA ..... ....LA ..... _LA..u IIMLA..u Ile&LA..u _LA'" ........ -...a ... .. ' ... .... ... .... ... ... n .. .... It., ..... "'" ...- .. a.-. .. ,,-- .. .. -...... &. .. .. .. " .... ..40 ..... 

eM 

192' IC)%Z 1922 192' '92' I,},' '922 'qIa lQn 

.. ·.a.c&r "'"LeA, R •• \.I::"., "'.LeA, RlALeA, iilALeA, "'&I.CA, R._, ", .. I.e .. , _u. ..... ...... 1» .... ....u. .... ~ _LA ..... _LA..u _u.'" .... ~ .. ..u ........ ..... -...a ..... ft. n .. .... .. ... ... ... .. .. ... ........... ......... .. ..... .......... .. .. - II., nw ............ ..... - ........... 
192' "IlZ :9ZZ 19'2 192" '922 .. , .. , 192' '92' 

"'LeAr .... l.eA' " ... \.cA, -, ... ·\.cAr ",.\.cA, ..... LeA, " •• \.cA, ",-, 
_LA~ ... LA ..... IINLA ..... ..a.&..u _LA..u -..u. .... _l ..... ... LA ..... ............ .. ,. ... .. ... .. ... .... . .. ............ .. ........ ... " ..... .. , 'M ".r'- ......... .... _n h"_ • .. ...... -

IOU IQ'2 Il"Ill 19113 19'2 J922 lQ11 11)3l ~~lU 

"' ....... , ru.LeA, no .. lu, ......, -, IbA\.c&p Ilu.I.C"r n •• LeA, ft' .... car _loA ..... .. ........ ., ... ".L&U" -...a .... 
_ .... 

... L .... "'''&06C 5 ... t .. ., .. 6 se&l&O" .... ... n. ... .. ... . , . n. .. .. ......... "" h ...... n. h.'1.6 .... •• it sm .'" 0_ 
"" '. h ..... n" .... r .... "" ne. ....... 

l<:tl2 Ujll If"jJ'' .. .. ,,.. 
I'.';:': . 't.'l :';!..: 

The result of this attempted correction gave US Settings Two and Three, 
which gave us fifteen variations from the First Setting which was very accur
ately set up, and gives the student no particular problems, but from now on 
the problem became more complicated. The inaccurate insertion of the sheets 
of stamps in the press did not improve the centering of the overprint from 
plates using the Second or Third Settings, so what was accomplished? The set
tings show many shifted lines and were not nearly as accurately set up as were 
the subjects of Setting One. Note illustration showing the shifted line vari
eties; 
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-, .... \ca, IIIa1.i:ar 
-....tId· MAIoAtId _LAu6 ... ... ... 
,,~ ....... - " .. -1922 19U 1<)22 

riA 
1/na 1/ne. 
1/1 1/1 

raised c 

na&\cal' ..... \car ......... , _I.&U. _l.&tId _1.&11&6 riA :1/1 
a .. .... .... 

" ........... h ........... h" ..... _ l/ne. 
1<)2' 1<)2' '9-1' 

SECOND 
RI .. \car ru .. l.I:&r ..... l.I:&r 

_1.&11&1 _LA" ... _LA ..... S 
ft" ft" .... E 

h ........... h" ..... a. h .......... T 
1<)22 19-1' 19-12 

"' • 

1/- llna riA 
iJVl 1/1 1/na 

I 
..... l.C&r RI .. l.C&r ..... l.C&r ri _ ..... _LA ..... _LA .... 

G .... .... ... 1/1 riA riA 
1/1 11-

."-",, " .......... ."-",, 
1<)22 19U 1<)22 

riA 
... Im., .... \ca, -, _ .... _ .... _ .... 1/-

1/1 ... ... ... 
IItn c. .... se- .tot o-

19a 19U 1,. 
...... , _&cA, •.... ,. .. ", .. •. , ..... ...t ...• ... ",,::-- ... "6, •• "'" ·M 

'<)22 19ft Icpa 

riA riA riA 
1/_ 1/na 1/na 

:1/1 ill 

-, .... I'~ ..... _I.C&, _LA ...... -........ ............ .... D& .... 
Raised C 

riA 
.. tI:tM- " ......... ........... llna 

19U ''IS' 19-12 THIRD 

", .. 1.1:&, "'&\.CAr "' .. "" .. , S 
.... l ....... ............. _LA ..... E llna 1/1 1/1 

ft" ... .. .. T .......... """"'" h ...... T 
irv'na 

I·l~~ 1<)2" 19-12 I 
N 

..... LC&r ft· .. \car II, .. "" .. , G 
.... 1 ..... 6 .... u" ... .... Utld 

riA riA 
ill 1/1 1/n&. .... ... ... .... _n .......... """"'-1Q22 Ir},u J'UZ 

..... \.C·r n.6LC&, "'''''"r _l .. ,,&t .... 1. • .,.6 se.l ...... 
' ... n .. ft" 

........ nn "6."e6"" 11th ......... 

riA riA 
1Ina 1Ina 

1/1 
I'.':~ . 't.'l :f;!.: 

Let us examine the diagrams of the two settings. It will be noticed that 
many of the shifted lines in the two settings are similar, in fact are alike. 
In row 1, the third subject shows the same shifting of lines and a raised "c", 
but the third setting shows the "c" raised a little more than in the second 
setting; row 2 shows the second subject the same in both settings; row 3 shows 
the first subject the same in both settings; row 4 shows all three subjects 
with the same line shifts; row 5 shows the third subject in both setting the 
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same. Although it has not been previously noted the first subject in row 
1 of both settings shows the "n" of "na" with a beveled down stroke in the left 
stroke. This is a constant variety of both settings. This can be noted in the 
illustrations of the settings on page 90 [E-lO). This gives us eight pos
itions in both settings that are alike. The remaining subjects not mentioned 
above also show the shifted lines but do not pair up. As mentioned before all 
settings were set up by the Monotype method which sets loose type one at a 
time. Similarities between the two settings cannot be ascribed to coincidence. 
It is the writer's opinion' that but one setting was made, but to "hasten the 
work of stereotyping", as Vesey put it, a second matrix was taken from the same 
setting but between the taking of the two matrices the setting shifted in what 
we now call the Third Setting. 

As was stated before all the values assigned to Dollard for overprinting 
are found with black overprints but all are not found with the three settings. 
There follows a list of the various values and the settings in which they are 
found. Meredith's listing of Controls in his Fourth Edition is used plus a 
rather extensive control collection of the writer: 

1/2d. Settings 1, 2, 3 

2 1/2 d. 
Id. Settings 1, 2, 3 

Setting 1 
Settings 1, 2, 3 
Setting 1 

3d. 
4d. 
Sd. 
9d. 

Settings 1, 2 
Settings 1, 2* 

10d. Settings 1, 2 

[* This is the rarest Irish 
Control.) 

It will be noted that of the three values subsequently overprinted in red 
only the 9d value was overprinted from other than a plate of the First Setting. 
The control of the 9d in Setting 2 was valued by Meredith in 1927 at}, 20 in
dicating that it was a very rare control, consequently any 9d. stamp showing 
other than the accurate setting of the First Setting can be considered a rather 
scarce stamp, and in a specialized catalogue should be listed separately, and 

&though not as rare, so should the Sd. and 10d. values. They are not too often 
encountered. 

RED OVERPRINTS 

Now, let us consider the red overprints which have a rather interesting 
history. Shortly after the values 2 1/2d, 4d, and 9d were issued with the black 
overprint it was felt that the overprint did not show up distinctly and another 
color was suggested. The printers suggested that a red ink be used for these 
values and submitted a color proof on the 1/2d. value to show how this color 
would look. The suggestion was accepted and the printing of red overprints be
gan on the 2 1/2, 4, and 9d. the red overprints were put on sale at the post 
offices on April 1st 1922. According to Freeman & Stubbs in their Handbook 
"Provisional Issues Irish Free State Stamps" issued April 1922, incidently the 
first ha~dbook on the Irish stamps, they had a letter from the Aldborough House 
Depot of the P.O.D. dated March 30, 1922 stating that as of that date 1000 
sheets e'ach of the 2 1/2d and 4d. values had been overprinted in red and 1600 
sheets of the 9d. value had been overprinted in red, confirming the April 1st 
date. A sheet of the low values contained 240 stamps. 

The 1/2d red proof was printed from a plate of the Second Setting, and 
this would show that a plate or plates of this setting must have been in exist
ence sometime in March, indicating that black overprints from a plate or plates 

~£g~h~2~E~£~~g were also being produced. 



FIGURE 1. Although the red overprints are found in 
all three settings, they actually are the product 

'It .j,..v of but two overprinting plates. One plate was 

000000000000 made up of all setting TWo stereos, and the 
other plate was made up of stereos of both Set-' 

0000000 DODD 0 ting Three and Setting One arranged as shown in 
DGJDOffiODlilOOOOO the diagram [Figure 1]. This plate is known as 
000000000000 the "C?mposit:" ~late and produced some very in-

DOIDHD~DD 
terest1.ng var1.et1.es not too frequently come by. 

~ ~ ~ Observing the diagram of the Composite Plate it 
DO 0 0 ~DD will be seen that the arrangement of the Setting 

DODDODODrTODD Orie and Setting Three stereos has a fixed pattern 

O
W r:1 Note that the first vertical row of stereos is 

DIilD [J)DD[2lDD~D made up of Setting One stereos, the next nerti-
000000000000 cal row is made up of Setting Three stereos and 
000000000000 again. in thr third and fourth rows this ar:-ange-

ment 1.S repeated. Now note the heavy dots 1.n the 
diagram: three in the upper pane and three in the 

000000000000 lower pane. These indicate the juncture of four 
DDODOOdODOO 0 stereos, and are very desirable items if they can 

t:1 rit-:1D be come by. Leslie Fletcher states "A block of 2 
D0DD~Oul.LJ OmD 1/2d. with red overprint with mixed settings 1 
000000000000 and 3, showing the misplaced junction of four OOHOHOIO 0 cliches is known to exist". These blocks are not 

~ DO 0 0 0 Of- that scarce, although ad~it:edly not easy. to come 
by. There can be two var1.et1.es of these Juncture 

000000000000 blocks. First there are the blocks showing the 
D0000001IlDO~0 juncture of ~ettings 1 a~d 3 in that order, which 

00000000000 0 
are the outs1.de blocks 1.n the sheet, and second 
there are the middle blocks which show the ar 

000000000000 rangement of stereos 3 and 1. These later occur 
~ ~ ~ twice in the sheet and the former occur four 

"COMPOS I TE" times in the sheet, so that the middle blocks 
must be the scarcer. There is in my collection a 

set of blocks 6 x 2 showing the juncture of four stereos of the lower pane 
right hand side in the three values 2 1/2, 4, and 9d. These blocks show the 1-
3 arrangement. I also have a block of the 2 1/2d. from the middle of the sheet 
showing the 3 - 1 arrangement. As proofs were taken from this Composite Plate 
it is possible that similar blocks of proofs exist. It would be interesting to 
hear of them if they exist. 

The author speaks of out of alignment- stereos. - From these have arisen the 
out of alignment pairs or larger in the trade. A pair out of alignment stamps 
shows a horizontal pair across a seam or join between two stereos in which one 
of the other overprint is either higher or lower than its neighbor.It should be 
pointed out that in such a pair there can be quite a variation in the separ
ationof the overprints owing to the inaccurate spacing of the stereos on the 
plate. What seems to have escaped many students is the fact that the same vari
eties can be found in the vertical arrangment of the stereos creating what I 
have chosen to call raised or droppe~/settings. These varieties are just as in
teresting as the out of alignment mUltiples and are not as easy to come by. For 
example there are three vertical seams in each pane ten stamps high so that a 
maximum 'number of out of alignment paits would be 30 per pane.There is only one 
horizontal seam across the pane 12 stamps wide so that a maximum number of 
raised or dropped settings would be 12 per pane, hence are much scarcer. 
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Under the sub-title "Proofs without and with rubber stamp abd initials." 
the author states that "It is very doubtful whether these are true proofs tak
en before overprinting the stamps, they are rather considered to be philatelic 
proofs produced for a Dublin dealer with the connicance of Dollards." With 
much of this statement the writer is in agreement, but the writer of of the 
opinion that proofs before printing were made, but it is doubtful that such 
proofs came on the market, and if so, cannot be distinguished from the phila
telic proofs which flood the market. A possible exception could be the block 
of proofs illustrated on page 48 with a stamp indicating that it came from the 
Stores Dept. G.P.O. Aldborough House, Dublin. This is a block.of eight of 
proofs of Setting One and shows a very good example of out of alignment ster-
eos: 

R,.Lu.r R •• U:Ar n'''\.CAr iliA Lt.ar 
_ .... " .. 11 .... u-o .. t S. .. " .. 06C ~ .. \ .. 'D.~ 

) '. . , 
~., .... ""- n .. n .. '-. ' . 

""ioe ..... "6t,, ... ft~ h6'r··tu\ h6tr· ... • ."T'" " 
If).!.! I' I":.! III.! ! Iq..!i 1'. '. :,~ .. \. .~ , 

" .. , /',-
R •• t.ur _l.C6r R.A"CAr n·"\'c6.r .' . 

........ " .. 6 8MU .... ... t • ., .. e seAL .. ., ... 

" .. ;! ..... ....;:...... "61~: .. "" "..;:.... , STGRE8 DEPT., B.'.o; 
. . ",·:'iQaa>fM' . .,.~ . .:i;:' .. _1, . -. f· ... • {,IS'" ; .".; .. ,.:.A.tat~~;,.~ .. ,:. ii-i {n ' ~.~ ~iiil~ 

The question now arises how did it get out of the Post Office archives? 
There is another example of this which comes under the sub-title of Leslie 
Fletcher's article, "Proof in dark blue of the First Setting. This block of 
24, 12 x 2, the top two rows of the First Setting, was offered in the Bute 
Sale of May 1959 as follows: "Lot No. 440. TLe top two rows, two creased, 
with "Approved W. N. Jeffries 10/2/22" in manuscript and handstamped "Stores 
Dept., G/p/O/ Aldborough House, Dublin". A note states that the rest of the 
sheet was retained by Messrs. Dollard. This is undoubtedly the same block that 
Leslie Fletcher mentions. Question - how did this block get out of the Postal 
Archives?, and why a blue overprint that was never used for the overprinted 
stamps? It would seem that both the printers and the Controller of the Postal 
Stores became philatelically sophisticated, and that their mentor was a prom
inent Dublin dealer in the Irish stamps: hence the "connivance" mentioned by 
the author. However it must be conceded that the Dollard proofs came from the 
Dollard Printing Plant, but that very few indeed were actually submitted to 
the Postal Stores for approval. Those bearing tgg purple hand stamp with the 
initials B.J.B. are philatelic, and would seem to be the product of B. J. B/'s 
e~forts to protect his interests against the plain proofs getting into the mar
ket without his knowledge and his pecuniary benefit. Later on even this stamp 
was misused as some proofs having the stamp on back are not signed. 

Now we come to another problem in proofs. Under the sub-title "Second Set
ting the author 'states"a half sheet of proofs has been seen signed "Genuine 
Proofs / For Dollard, Printinghouse, Dublin, Ltd. / B.J. Brennan / Manager/ 
June 14, 1922." Leslie Fletcher seems to think that this date dates the Second 
Setting. This is a posthumous item and has nothing to do with the' dating of the 
Second Setting. Note the date June 14, 1922. Vesey states that "Messrs. Dollard 
& Co. ceased overprinting the stamps on June 12th, 1922. I am informed by the 
printers that no reason was given by the G.P.O. for discontinuing the contract. 
The delivery of the stamps to the printers merely ceased. From this time on 
Messrs Alex Thorn took over the overprinting of the values originally assigned 
to Messrs. Dollard." Thus ended the Dollard overprints. They were of course 
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used up but no further supplies were printed. As all this happened by June 12, 
1922, B ennan's dating of a half sheet of proofs must have been for philatel
ic purposes. As for dating the Second Setting. as was mentioned before the 
Second Setting was in use abou the middle of March 1922. 

Under the sub-title "Trial" overprint in red on 1/2d." the author states 
that "these are now thought to be in the nature of proofs, possibly in the 
same category as previous proofs with and without rubber stamps and initials." 
As stated earlier the red overprints on the 1/2d. were proofs submitted by 
Dollard to show a color that would be more apparent on the 2 1/2, 4, 9d. than 
the black overprint which the P.O.D. had criticized as not being satisfactory. 
As with the proofs on plain paper stamps with the rubber stamp on the back 
which are philatelic, and those without the rubber stamp on the back must be 
equally suspect, as only one sheet of stamps would have been necessary to dem
onstrate the proposed color change to the P.O:D. There seems to be the conten1S 
of more than one sheet of these stamps in the market. Whether any of these 
stamps came out of the Postal Stores Archives can be questioned; rather they 
can be ascribed to the combination of Dollard and the Dublin dealer, as thus 
would be a very profitable transaction. Consider that one sheet of the 1/2d. 
which was worth 10 shillings; add to this another shilling for printing and 
you have an 11 shilling item which was sold for 55 shillings, per copy by Mere
dith in 1927, and is priced in S.G. 1962 at 75 shillings. It will be seen that 
it was quite a temptation to let some of these items out through the back door. 
However, these proofs were produced from plates in actual use so that they are 
useful for study no matter how they came on the market. 

Under the sub-title "Fake Overprints". These faked overprints involve the 
inverts. These were amply described in the Januart-March 1964 issue of the 
Revea1er. The Dollard inverts of the 1/2d. and 1d. are well covered. The author 
mentions inverts of the 2d. [bogus], 4d. 9d. and 1sh. The 2d. and 1 sh. were 
never overprinted by Dollard and should not be included in this study. I have 
never heard of the 4d and 9d inverts by Dollard but this does not prove that 
they do not exist, but I would like to see some proof of them, fOr" example 
-phots. It should be also remembered that a rubber hand stamp was supplied to 
Fiscal and Customs Depts. similar to the Dollard overprint. AB~·a2rubbet" stamp 
Js not a rigid medium and impressions from it will vary with the pressure ap
plied, and if applied on unoverprinted in their possession in· ibverted position 
we might find the source for some of the fakes, bogus, or forged overprints. 
A study along these lines might prove fruitful. 

Early in his study Leslie Fletcher states "a printing cliche [stereo] of 
15, 3 x 5 is known to exist. This is probably the same stereo known to the wri
ter, but seems to have been in the possession of either Capt. Vesey or the Mint 
Stamp Company of Dublin earlier. In the paper read before the London Philatelic 
Society Vesey gave the following information: 

"I show: - Three original plates of the low values and 
before .defaced. 

"One original plate of the high values and print from it. 

"A single section of the first setting [stereo]." 

prints from them 

Vesey also showed complete sheets of stamps with the First and Second 
Settings. Die-proofs [sic] in red and black of the low values, and in black 
of the high value overprint. "Die-proofs" of typographed pverprints is nww to 
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the writer and he can only explain it as being a 3 x 5 setting from which the 
matrix was taken for production of stereos. This would be in the nature of a 
galley proof p~inters take before putting the set material to further use. 
This would seem logical, as any good printer, would do this to preclude a pos
sible mis-setting getting too tqr along in the sequence of operations when 
correction would prove more expensive. 

As will be seen from the following Vesey may have borrowed these items 
for his talk from the Mint Stamp Company. Note the following taken from the 
catalogue of the International Stamp Exhibition held in London mn June 1923. 
An item in the catalogue describing the exhibits states: "Mint Stamp Co. 
[Special frames] - The original plates used by Messrs. Dollard for overprint
ing Great Britain stamps with a five line overprint of Irish Provisional Gov
ernment in February 1922; also includes proofs from same and plate made by 

_,Messrs. Dollard when submitting, trial specimens for permanent designs and 
proofs therefrom." Much of Vesey's material shown in May 1923 shows up in 
the Mint Stamp exhibit a_short time_later. Who borrowed from whom? Another 
question can be raised, how did this property'o-f--the--P;O;-D;-get -into -pri'vate 
hands, and was even transported out of the country? It would seem that here 
will be found the reason for the short life of the Dollard overprints. The 
P. O. D.' finally became irked by what was being done without their consent 
and simply stopped sending further work to Dollard,as right from the start 
Dollard was very lax with what was actually the property of the Government 
whereas Thorn was much more correct in handling the Government's work. 

Thus it will be seen that the ,Dollard overprints were a short-lived but 
very interesting issue, but in the writer's opinion the last word has still 
not been said. 

IRISH POSTAGE STAMPS - COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES FOR 1965 
Special postage stamps will be issued in 1965 on the following 

four themes:-
The centenary of the establishment of the International Telecom

munications Union; 
The centenary of the birth of the Ir.ish poet,William Butler Yeats; 
The Conference of European Postal and Telecommunications Adminis

trations (Europa stamp); 
Interna,tional Co-Operation Year, 1965, which is sponsored by the 

United Nations on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of its founda-
tion. 

Further details concerning the stamps will be announced later. 
Page 9& \E-16) Department of Posts & Telegraphs, Dublin. 


